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“It’s not the mountain we conquer – but ourselves.”  
Sir edmund Hillary

60 years ago on May 29, 1953, two men stood  
for the first time on the top of the world on the  
summit of Mount everest.  As news of their  
achievement filtered out, Queen elizabeth  
the II was preparing for her Coronation on  
June 2 and the world was already in a  
mood to celebrate.
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ValueS

the film, Beyond the edge provides an excellent vehicle 
for the discussion of Values relating to attitudes in the new 
Zealand context. It throws a light on values that historically 
new Zealanders have held to be important, such as, having a 
strong work ethic, friendship, integrity, courage, and a belief 
in oneself regardless of social status, providing an excellent 
vehicle for discussion and research.

For example, the characters depicted promote the pursuit  
of excellence, innovation and curiosity in the field of  
mountaineering, but at what cost? And what of the film makers 
themselves - what values have they shown in pursuit of making 
this film?

Learners engaging with this work will be encouraged to:

•  pursue excellence, by aiming high and by persevering in 
the face of difficulties

•  pursue innovation, inquiry, and curiosity, by thinking  
critically, creatively, and reflectively

•  support diversity, as found in our different cultures,  
languages, and heritages

•  support equity, through fairness and social justice

•  support community and participation for the common 
good

•  endorse ecological sustainability, which includes care for 
the environment

•  promote integrity, which involves being honest,  

 
responsible, and accountable and acting ethically

• and to respect themselves, others, and human rights.

As the view the film Beyond the edge Learners will be 
expected to:

•  think critically, creatively, and reflectively about the 
themes presented

•  examine issues related to diversity, as depicted  in relation 
to Sherpa / Pakeha and european  cultures, languages, 
and heritage

•  consider the challenges to the characters’ integrity related 
to being honest, responsible, and accountable and acting 
ethically 

•  consider whether or not characters respect themselves,  
others, and their family’s human rights.

through a range of activities Learners will have the  
opportunity to:

•  express their own values

•  explore, with empathy, the values of others

•  critically analyse values and actions based on them

•  discuss disagreements that arise from differences in values 
and negotiate solutions

•  make ethical decisions and act on them.

Source for Values statements: new Zealand Curriculum

Journey to tHe edGe

It’s not the mountain that we conquer but ourselves.  SIR edMund hILLARy
That’s what this movie is about – conquering yourself and achieving your own dreams.

MAttheW MetCALFe – Producer, Beyond the edge

Film Study Guide By SuSAn BAttye

the following activities are based on the achievement objectives in the new Zealand english Curriculum 
and Media and english nCeA Achievement Standards. they may provide a starting point for teachers 
wishing to design a unit of work based on the film. 
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introduction

Beyond the edge, a Matthew Metcalfe Production for  
general Film Corporation, is a 3d feature film focused on one 
of the world’s greatest adventure stories of all time.  

Beyond the edge  is a 92 minute feature film which 
documents what is universally recognised as new Zealand’s 
greatest adventure, the true epic journey of the heroic and 
triumphant ascent to the top of Mt everest in 1953 by edmund 
hillary a modest bee-keeper and keen mountaineer from 
Auckland, new Zealand and the very experienced Sherpa, 
tenzing norgay, of nepal.  this is the tale of two men from 
modest beginnings; ed hillary who overcame his own demons 
and battled nature’s raw cruelty to conquer Mount everest, the 
highest peak in the world together with tenzing norgay. 

the 3d film was written and directed by Leanne Pooley, and 
produced in 2013 by Matthew Metcalfe (giselle, dean  
Spanley, Love Birds) for general Film Corporation in  
association with the new Zealand Film Commission: nZ 
on Air’s Platinum Fund and digipost. the film is a Matthew 
Metcalfe Production. this truly experiential film enables an 
audience to not only learn about the legendary expedition, but 
to be transported into taking part in the action that is ‘re-lived’ 
on the big screen in 3d as never seen before.  using original 
colour archival footage and photographs from the time  
seamlessly interwoven with interviews as well as dramatic 
re-creations of the assault – this is a high-altitude ‘fly on the 
wall’ look inside one of the most inhospitable environments on 
earth and man’s ability to conquer. this state-of-the-art feature 
film weaves together a number of components including  
dramatic reconstructions, re-enactments, colour archive footage 
and stills from the 1953 expedition, a number of interviews, 
graphics and actual newsreel footage.  

the film is expected to be rated Pg -  
check www.beyondtheedgefilm.com for confirmation of 
rating.

Beyond the edge’s main focus is the astonishing climb 
itself. While the world acknowledges that Sir edmund hillary 
and tenzing norgay “knocked the bastard off”, few people 
really know the details of just how they managed it, or have 
ever glimpsed the dramatic moments that took place during 

that understated modest era of 1953.  Although they had best 
mountaineering equipment available at the time, by today’s 
standards the gear was relatively primitive. 

hillary and tenzing carried the hopes and dreams of the 
united Kingdom, new Zealand, the people of the himalayas 
and the entire British empire on their shoulders.  As the world 
slowly recovered from the horrors of the second world war 
their efforts allowed people everywhere to believe a new age 
was dawning.

http://www.beyondtheedgefilm.com
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Working alongside Pooley, whose recent documentaries 
include, Shackleton’s Captain (2012) and the topp twins : 
untouchable girls (2009), which has won 20 international 
awards,  were Catherine Madigan – Line Producer (Production 
Manager for Mister Pip, Line Producer for Brother number 
one), director of Photography Richard Bluck (the Lord of the 
Rings, triology, Avatar, the Return of the King), Production 
designer, Academy Award® winner, Grant Major (Lord of 
the Rings, the Return of the King), Costume designer Barbara 
Darragh (River Queen, Bridge to terabithia) and editor Tim 
Woodhouse (topp twins:  untouchable girls).  the 3-d Post 
Production has been managed by new Zealand’s Digital Post, 
which has completed post editing on many feature films includ-
ing evil dead (2013), together with the final series of Sparta-
cus, which is currently airing in the uSA and europe. Sound 
design is by Bruno Barrett- Garnier working with Composer, 
David Long.

the new Zealand Film Commission has invested in the produc-
tion in association with nZ on Air’s Platinum Fund, digifilm, 
tVnZ and Rialto distribution.  the project is being made with 
the assistance of the new Zealand government’s Screen Pro-
duction Incentive Fund (with finance by AnZ).

http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/the-lord-of-the-rings-the-fellowship-of-the-ring-2001
http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/the-lord-of-the-rings-the-fellowship-of-the-ring-2001
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caSt
CAStIng JouRney to the edge
Stepping into the legendary climbing boots of the young ed 
hillary is an actor from nelson, new Zealand called Chad 
Moffit. the role of tenzing norgay is played by Sonam 
Sherpa, who originally comes from nepal and is now a new 
Zealand resident living in new Zealand’s alpine region of the 
Mt. Cook national Park.  

Producer Matthew Metcalfe said, “After an exhaustive search 
we were thrilled to discover Chad and Sonam. they were in 
great hands with a team of talented world-class Kiwi filmmak-
ers including director, Leanne Pooley, oscar winning pro-
duction designer, grant Major, and acclaimed new Zealand 
cinematographer, Richard Bluck.”

the job of finding a new Zealand actor, who didn’t just re-
semble ed hillary, but could bring to life his stoic yet awkward 
personality and imposing physicality, was taken on by accom-
plished Casting director, Liz Mullane, (LoRd oF the RIngS, 
the hoBBIt, heAVenLy CReAtuReS). A nationwide search 
ensued as men from all walks of life (from experienced actors 
to sheep farmers) came forward in the hope that they might be 
given the chance to portray their hero. 

director Leanne Pooley said, “there are few if any individuals 
in new Zealand more loved and admired than Sir edmund hil-
lary. First and foremost finding an individual who Kiwis would 
believe to be and accept as ed was a daunting task. We knew 
we needed someone who could truly embody Sir ed and get as 
close as possible to his incredible presence.    however, from 
the first time Chad auditioned I knew he was special.”

Chad Moffitt, who stands at 6’4”, who has some climbing ex-
perience, bears an uncanny likeness to the great man.  When 
he first wrote to the production he sent a picture of himself 
holding a new Zealand $5 note – with its profile portrait of 
a young ed hillary – this delivery had the desired effect, the 
Producers wanted to see more.   

Chad Moffit said, “I am honoured and humbled to have been 
chosen to play such an important new Zealander of interna-
tional stature.”   

Finding the right person to play tenzing norgay was also a 
challenge.  the filmmakers were determined that whoever 
played this role should be from nepal or tibet.  So it seemed 
the most wonderful stroke of luck when they were introduced 
to Sonam Sherpa while on a location scout to Mount Cook 
national Park. 

director, Leanne Pooley, said, “tenzing was described by 
everyone who met him as the most charming, charismatic man, 
with an amazing smile. Sonam is exactly the same and while 
relatively new to acting he was completely relaxed and focused 
in-front of the camera.  It just seems incredible that we found 
our tenzing in new Zealand.”   

“Finding Sonam was like something out of a hollywood movie 
– we were up at Mt Cook on a reccy and Sonam was working 
at the restaurant at the hermitage hotel – I literally looked and 
said - wow that guy looks an awful lot like tenzing!  that led 
to an audition and here we are – he’s the easiest going, lovely 
person to work with – he is very focused and never complains 
and he’s been hurled towards a few crevasses!”

Sonam Sherpa said, “It’s a great honour – I never thought I’d 
one day be playing the role of a national hero – an interna-
tional hero and being involved in this exciting film industry.  
this is a totally new experience for me.”

“the stars aligned when we found Chad and Sonam,” added 
Pooley. 

It is notable that while neither of the actors had the technical 
skills of mountaineering at the time of winning their audition; 
they were nevertheless both very familiar with high terrains, 
which helped them to cope with the challenging high altitude 
filming conditions. 

“together Chad and Sonam built an easy natural rapport with 
each other that has been apparent from their first meeting re-
flecting the same relationship the real men had,” said Produc-
er, Matthew Metcalfe.  “And like ed and tenzing, Chad and 
Sonam were ready to take on a huge challenge of their own.”

the remainder of the cast consists of a number of actors who 
were cast principally because of their close resemblance to 
key figures in the everest climbing party of 1953. other actors 
portraying various key members of the expedition include, 
John Wraight as John hunt; Joshua Rutter as george Lowe; 
dan Musgrove as tom Bourdillon;  erroll Shand as Charles 
evans; Phurenje tshering as Ang nyima and Jimmy Kunsang 
as Pemba.
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SynopSiS
SynoPSIS – the StoRy 
Beyond the edge is a true story based on edmund hillary 
and tenzing norgay’s legendary ascent of Mount everest in 
1953 and the first expedition that is universally acknowledged 
in history as having been successful. 

the film strongly presents the context, time and place sur-
rounding the actual ascent by including original colour footage 
and stills photography, interviews, which provide insights to 
ed hillary the man, and a selection of actual black and white 
newsreels from the period covering the expedition. these 
elements of the documentary drama are seamlessly integrated 
with dramatized re-enactments of hillary and tenzing’s most 
dramatic life threatening moments on the climb (as portrayed 
by actors Chad Moffitt as ed hillary and Sonam Sherpa as 
tenzing norgay).  

the film also provides a vivid insight into edmund hillary the 
man and the challenges he faced to overcome his insecurities, 
shyness and foibles. Beyond the edge mainly focuses on the 
ascent from the time the expedition party reached the ‘icefall 
party’ at Base Camp and then ultimately follows the actual 
assault to the summit. 

eVeReSt - the exPedItIon 
the hunt expedition made its base camp in March of 1953. 
thereafter the expedition proceeded to slowly establish eight 
higher camps. At the same time the climbers and Sherpa 
porters were acclimatizing themselves to the altitude along the 
way. By late May, with the imminent threat of the approaching 
monsoon snow falls, the expedition was within striking distance 
of the summit of Mount everest.

But first the Khumbu Icefall lay ahead – a pivotal feature, it is 
renowned as one of the most treacherous parts of the ascent of 
everest.  this constantly shifting ice river with huge crevasses 
and frozen blocks of rock and ice was a huge obstacle for the 
climbers and their Sherpa porters to overcome.  A series of 
camps continued to be created, slowly moving higher up the 
mountain.  

Camp 2 at 5,913 meters (19,400 ft) was established by life-
long friends and fellow Kiwis, a bee keeper, ed hillary,  and 
school teacher george Lowe a together with englishman, 
george Band – a Cambridge university graduate. ed and 
george stood out from the rest of the climbers for the fact that 
they had received an ‘ordinary’ state school education in new 
Zealand, rather than the private ‘public school’ education that 
the British climbers had received in Britain.

establishing a route through the Icefall took several days. 
thereafter it had to be kept open for a constant succession of 
men and equipment. the team established nine camps from the 
Khumbu glacier, through the Icefall, up the Western Cwm and 
on to the now South Col route of everest. For several weeks the 
Sherpa busily moved supplies ever further up the mountain. By 
May 21, 1953 Wilfred noyce and Annullu had reached the 
South Col, a crucial achievement.  

on May 26, the first assault party of two english mountaineers 
tom Bourdillon, a physicist and Charles evans, a physician 

and deputy expedition leader, set off to climb the south summit 
of everest. they used the innovative closed-circuit oxygen 
equipment developed by Bourdillon. When one of their oxygen 
masks failed, Bourdillon and evans were forced to turn back, 
just 300 feet short of the summit. they returned defeated, to 
Camp 8. 

on May 28, the second assault party chosen by British team 
leader, John hunt, comprising of edmund hillary and tenzing 
norgay, were ready to make their bid to reach the summit of 
everest. together they set off, establishing Camp 9 at 8,503 m 
(27,900 ft). It was there they spent a bitterly cold night, trying 
to sleep during the windiest weather of the expedition thus far. 
As tenzing later described the night, “the winds grew even 
stronger than usual.  When light came it was roaring like a 
thousand tigers!”   

At 4 a.m. on May 29 edmund hillary and tenzing norgay 
began preparations for the day ahead. Pushing off at 6:30 
am and using open-circuit oxygen equipment (as opposed to 
Bourdillon’s closed –set system) they steadily climbed up Mount 
everest. After tenzing and hillary strapped on their oxygen 
masks on that crystal-clear morning, they began kicking steps 
into the icy snow. By 9 am they had reached the South Summit, 
below the true summit. After climbing the bare, 40-foot vertical 
rock now called the hillary Step, the two traversed a ridge and 
rounded the last switchback corner to find themselves on top of 
the world.

As hillary later stated, “I continued hacking steps along the 
ridge and then up a few more to the right … to my great 
delight I realized we were on top of Mount everest and that the 
whole world spread out below us”. It was 11.30 a.m. on May 
29, 1953. tenzing norgay and edmund hillary had reached 
the highest point on the earth.

eVeReSt – the AFteRMAth
the newly-crowned Queen elizabeth II knighted edmund 
hillary and John hunt, but tenzing norgay received only the 
British empire Medal rather than a knighthood. In 1957, Indi-
an Prime Minister threw his support behind tenzing’s efforts to 
train South Asian boys and girls in mountaineering skills and 
provide scholarships for their studies. tenzing himself was able 
to live comfortably after his everest triumph, and he sought to 
extend the same path out of poverty to other people.

After the death of his first wife, tenzing married two other 
women. his second wife was Ang Lahmu, who had no children 
of her own but looked after dawa Phuti’s surviving daughters, 
and his third wife was dakku, with whom tenzing had three 
sons and a daughter. on May 9, 1986, tenzing norgay died 
at the age of 71. 

tenzing norgay’s Legacy: “It has been a long road... From a 
mountain coolie, a bearer of loads, to a wearer of a coat with 
rows of medals who is carried about in planes and worries 
about income tax,” said tenzing norgay. 
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BIogRAPhIeS oF the Key PRotAgonIStS
In Beyond the edge
1) Sir edmund Hillary 

A brief biography of a great New Zealander, Mountaineer, 
Explorer, Philanthropist, Humanitarian and Legend.

Sir edmund hillary’s famous profile is on the new Zealand 
five-dollar note. Quite simply this means that in new Zealand 
‘everybody knows him’.

ed hillary grew up in tuakau south of Auckland in new Zea-
land.  unbelievably, the young man who later grew to be 6’ 
5” was initially smaller than his peers at school and was often 
bullied. he attended Auckland grammar School, which was a 
daily two-hours each way train journey.  he took the oppor-
tunity to read and gained confidence by learning to box. his 
interest in climbing began at age 16 and the ‘gangly’ uncoor-
dinated grown-up ed found he was physically strong and had 
great endurance.  he studied mathematics and science at the 
university of Auckland and in 1939 completed his first major 
climb.  

ed and his brother Rex became beekeepers, a summer time job 
that enabled ed to climb during winter. 

Sir edmund Percival hillary –was born in new Zealand on the 
20th of July 1919 and passed away in Auckland on the 11th 
of January 2008.  hillary was made a Knight Commander of 
the order of the British empire (KBe), Knight of the order of 
the garter (Kg), Member of the order of new Zealand, (onZ) 
and a recipient of India’s second highest civilian award; the 
Padma Vibhushan which was awarded posthumously in 2008.

edmund hillary was a much loved new Zealand mountaineer, 
explorer, humanitarian and philanthropist. hillary became 
interested in mountaineering while in high School and in 1939 
he made his first major climb reaching the summit of Mount 
oliver, a 1,933 m (6,342 ft) mountain in the Canterbury 
Region of new Zealand.   hillary served as a navigator in the 
Royal new Zealand Air Force during World War II. 

Prior to the successful 1953 everest expedition, hillary had 
been part of the British reconnaissance to everest in 1951 as 
well as an unsuccessful attempt to climb Cho oyu in 1952. 
Following his ascent of everest, hillary founded the himalayan 
trust that went on to build many schools and hospitals in 
impoverished nepal.  

In 1953 england was still depressed after World War II and 
the race for everest provided a big boost for national morale. 
the fact that a couple of ‘colonials’ as the new Zealanders 
were known, had been invited to join the British led expedition 

climb also meant a lot to people in new Zealand.  Many peo-
ple in new Zealand still spoke of Britain as ‘home’ at that time. 

At the moment when the expedition began young Queen 
elizabeth II was also about to celebrate her coronation, which 
was seen as a great morale booster to both Britain and her 
Commonwealth countries such as new Zealand.  

Soon after the ascent of everest hillary married Louise Mary 
Rose.  they had three children:  Peter (born in 1954), Sarah 
(Born in 1955) and Belinda (1959-1975).  In 1975 while en 
route to join hillary in the Phaphlu where he was building a 
hospital, his wife Louise and youngest daughter Belinda were 
killed in a plane crash near Kathmandu. 

In 1958 hillary reached the South Pole overland and subse-
quently reached the north Pole – making him the first person 
to reach both poles and the summit of everest (often referred 
to as the ‘third pole’).  hillary climbed ten other peaks in the 
himalayas between 1956 and 1965.  

In 1989 he married June Mulgrew, the widow of his close 
friend Pilot Peter Mulgrew (who was killed in an airplane crash 
at Mt erebus, Antartica, in 1979).  

In 2005 he was named by Reader’s digest as new Zealand’s 
most trusted individual beating cyclist Sarah ulmer an olympic 
gold Medalist cyclist and multi Academy-Award ® winning 
film director Sir Peter Jackson. 

When Sir edmund hillary died in hospital in 2008 at the age 
of 88, his death was announced by nZ Prime Minister, helen 
Clark.  She stated that his death was a “profound loss to new 
Zealand”.  new Zealand came to a stand-still during this state 
funeral which was held on 22nd of July 2008.  
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2) tenzinG norGay 

A Brief Biography of a Legendary Sherpa and Mountaineer

tenzing norgay was born the eleventh of thirteen children in 
May of 1914. his parents named him namgyal Wangdi, but a 
Buddhist lama later suggested he change it to tenzing norgay 
(“wealthy and fortunate follower of the teachings”). the exact 
date and circumstances of his birth are disputed. Although in 
his autobiography, tenzing claims to have been born in nepal 
to a Sherpa family, it seems more likely that he was born in 
the Kharta Valley of tibet. When the family’s yaks died in an 
epidemic, his desperate parents sent tenzing to live with a 
nepalese Sherpa family as an indentured servant.

At 19, tenzing norgay moved to darjeeling, India, where 
there was a sizable Sherpa community. there, the British 
everest expedition leader, eric Shipton, noticed him, and hired 
him as a high-altitude porter for a 1935 reconnaissance of the 
northern (tibetan) face of the mountain. tenzing would act as 
a porter for two additional British attempts on the northern side 
in the 1930s, but this route would be closed off to westerners 
by the 13th dalai Lama in 1945.

Along with Canadian mountaineer earl denman and Ange 
dawa Sherpa, tenzing illegally crossed over the tibetan 
border in 1947 to make another attempt on everest. they were 
turned back at about 22,000 feet (6,700 meters) by a pound-
ing snow-storm.

In 1950, China invaded tibet and asserted control over it, 
strengthening the ban on foreigners. Luckily, the Kingdom of 
nepal was beginning to open its borders to foreign adven-
turers. the following year, a small exploratory party made up 
mostly of Britons scouted the southern, nepalese approach to 
everest. Among the party were a small group of Sherpa, in-
cluding tenzing norgay, and an up-and-coming climber from 
new Zealand, edmund hillary.

In 1952, tenzing joined a Swiss expedition led by the famous 
climber Raymond Lambert as it made an attempt on ever-
est. tenzing and Lambert got as high as 28,215 feet (8,599 
meters), less than 1,000 feet from the summit, before they were 
turned back by bad weather.

tHe tenzinG-Hillary partnerSHip

From the outset it was clear that tenzing and hillary had devel-
oped enormous respect for one another’s capabilities, attitudes 
and strengths.

In 1953 another British expedition led by John hunt set out for 
everest. tenzing norgay was invited to put a team of 20 Sher-
pa together and was later on hired as a mountaineer, rather 
than as a Sherpa guide - an indication of the respect his skills 
engendered in the european climbing world. It was tenzing’s 
seventh everest expedition.

tenzing and hillary quickly learned to respect one another 
as mountaineers. tenzing even saved hillary’s life in the early 
stages of the 1953 expedition.

the two were roped together, making their way across the ice-
field at the base of everest, the new Zealander leading, when 
hillary jumped a crevasse. the icy cornice he landed on broke 
off, sending the lanky mountaineer tumbling down into the cre-
vasse. At the last possible moment, tenzing was able to tighten 
the rope and prevent his climbing partner from smashing onto 
the rocks at the bottom of the crevasse.
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production Story
the MAKIng oF Beyond the edge 

PRoduCeR’S StAteMent
this is the story of one man’s journey from a simple boy who 
grew up in a small town outside of Auckland, who was pain-
fully shy, who became the man who not only conquered the 
mountain but conquered himself.      MAttheW MetCALFe

For Producer, Matthew Metcalfe, making Beyond the edge 
was more than a passion project - it was the fulfilment of a 
‘dream come true’.   “A producer’s job is to find funding for the 
film and in order to do that the producer must understand the 
story they are pitching inside out”, said Metcalfe.

“About six years ago I became interested in the story of the 
conquest of everest by Sir edmund hillary and tenzing norgay 
– I had been thinking about it and often asked myself - how do 
I tell this story  - what’s the best way to do it?”  Metcalfe decid-
ed the best way to tell the story was not to be too complicated 
but simply tell the story from “the bottom of everest to the top.” 

he added, “I also felt it was an achievement story – a little like 
Chariots of Fire – so with that in mind I carried it with me for 
a few years and eventually came to a point where about 18 
months ago- I wrote a story line that outlined the bottom to the 
top story and how it would work within a narrative structure 
that also gives the audience an insight to the makeup of the 
great new Zealander.  I wanted to do this as a feature film 
within a new Zealand environment. At that point we started to 
think about doing it in what I would call a ‘touching the Void’ 
style which was a feature film documentary format I greatly 
admire using extensive recreations and dramatisations to tell 
the story.” 

Hillary Family Support 

An important step in the making of any documentary – drama 
revolves around obtaining written permission from the people 
whose story to use their material, images and interviews. once 
the producer and director have this permission they can they 
can proceed with confidence – the director / writer to conduct 
research and the producer to look for funds to make the film. 

With regards to Beyond the edge Matthew Metcalfe said, 
“the hillary family have been wonderful right from the get 
go…” (when) “…we engaged with the family and we started 
talking about how to do this film in a way that respected the 
family and respected the legacy which was very important to 
us as filmmakers.  We felt that we had to pay homage in the 
right way [to the hillary story] as we are telling a story that’s 
not only important for the climbing community but it’s arguably 
the most important national narrative in new Zealand cultural 
and social history. So we had to get that right and the only 
way we could get that right was with full engagement with the 
hillary family and they have been wonderful from that moment 
onward.”

edmund hillary’s son, Peter hillary, is an accomplished 
mountaineer literally following in his father’s footsteps.  he has 
reached the summit of everest twice.  In Beyond the edge 
he lends his voice to share his father’s emotional story, which 
gives the audience a unique insight into ed’s heart and mind. 

tHe Four Key elementS 

Metcalfe explains, “our aim in bringing together the multiple 
elements into a seamless story was a challenge that I think 
we’ve mastered quite well.  there are four key elements to this 
film – firstly you’ve got the original footage from the 1953 
expedition.  Fortunately it’s in colour, was shot on16mm film 
and has been brilliantly preserved and recently restored so it’s 
a wonderful medium to use.  Secondly, the Royal geograph-
ical Society has over 1,000 35mm colour stills taken by Alf 
gregory on the 1953 expedition.  thirdly, we have all the 
interviews that all the members of that expedition did once they 
came down from the mountain – which they continued to do 
for many years afterwards.  there’s a wide variety of archival 
material in the world. And fourthly, we have our recreations di-
rected by Leanne (Pooley) and filmed in 3d format on location 
around Mt Cook.”

rationale For cHooSinG tHe 3d Format

the use of 3d photography and projection formats is very 
deliberate as Metcalfe explained, “3d works best in two envi-
ronments - firstly in an environment where you have depth of 
field and secondly 3d works best when you have a reason to 
use it. the reason we’re using it is that it’s experiential for the 
cinema-goer. 3d helps you to ‘be there’ and right from the start 
we said we want the audience to come with us on the journey 
from the bottom to the top of everest – and 3d helps us achieve 
that.”
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dIReCtoR’S StAteMent
In terms of stories in new Zealand there’s no story that is more 
important or bigger or has stronger resonance in terms of a 
country’s identity – I don’t know any filmmaker that wouldn’t be 
attracted to this story.         LeAnne PooLey 

Leanne Pooley said, “Mount everest was the final frontier, the 
third pole.  Before hillary set foot in nepal there had been 
15 serious attempts to conquer everest; all had failed and 22 
people had already lost their lives on her slopes.  Many at the 
time believed the altitude at her summit was beyond that which 
could be survived by a human being, no matter how fit.” 

“the ultimate villain, Mount everest, is an enormous, unfeeling, 
vicious killer whose penetrating temperatures, ferocious winds, 
sheer cliff faces and maze-like icefalls make her an adversary 
like no other.  the conflict between this mammoth mountain 
and Sir edmund hillary’s stoic, humble heroism is a david and 
goliath tale of Biblical proportions.  the story is a gift for a 
film-maker and I don’t believe I’ve ever come across a tale that 
better serves the dramatized documentary form,” said Pooley.

“the best documentaries are exactly like the best fiction fea-
tures; good stories, well told, with a strong narrative and great 
characters.  Beyond the edge is neither a documentary nor 
drama but a piece of work that authentically weaves the two 
into one,” said Pooley.

exPLoRIng hIStoRICAL eLeMentS
“the historical components that are available to be explored 
are extensive.  Wonderful colour archives (moving and still) 
and interviews from the time have provided me with an 
incredibly rich bed from which to establish the film’s credibility.  
this material has also helped me to create a strong sense of 
nostalgia, reminding the audience of a different time.  It comes 
from an age when there were still frontiers to be explored,” 
said Pooley. 

“Rather than simply reflecting this world however, the film will 
transport the viewer into it.  using the latest technology, we 
have treated the archive to make it 3d and inter-cut it with 
high-end dramatic 3d reconstructions and re-enactments.  the 
technology allows the audience to truly experience everest, 
enabling the viewer to get as close to the climb as is physically 
possible without risking frostbite,” Pooley remarked. 

“the death Zone will feel real as we gaze around an environ-
ment almost unimaginable in its scale.  We’ll look over edge 
of cliffs as we traverse them and up at rock faces that seem 
impossible to climb.  As hillary struggles against the elements 
we’ll struggle with him, as wind and snow drive towards us,” 
Pooley continued.

“I also want people to come to know ed the man.  For this rea-
son there are flashbacks into the childhood of a self-conscious, 
insecure boy who was bullied at school.  As ed the climber 
grinds his way up the mountain, we are reminded of where he 
came from.  We come to know the young man who suffered 
from self-doubt and was painfully shy - the under-dog in many 
ways,” said Pooley.

“Beyond the edge is a sometimes harrowing, but an 
ultimately inspiring journey.  everyone should leave the cinema 
feeling inspired to climb their own mountain no matter what 
that mountain might be. this is a great story about a great man 
and I believe it will be a truly great film,” Pooley concluded. 

ReCReAtIng A tRue - LIFe eVent on the 
SCReen 
Recreating a true-life event on location was not so much a 
challenge but fun for director Leanne Pooley. With regards to 
her extensive background in documentary filmmaking, which 
is all about telling true stories, Pooley said, “It’s kind of what 
I do – because directing true-life events is all I’ve ever done 
to be honest. the challenge of combining drama with it was 
actually less of a challenge and more fun because it means I 
have control over those dramatic elements. So the moments of 
the story that there is no archive of or no photographs of, I can 
recreate and control.”  

“In a way it’s not a challenge it’s a gift and it’s such an amaz-
ing story that the gifts are sort of multi layered - there’s all this 
wonderful archive. there are incredible photographs - there 
are interviews - we’ve got hundreds and hundreds of hours of 
interviews with the people who were actually there, so we’re 
using those people to tell the story with the dramatic moments 
we shot on the tasman glacier,” she concluded.
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the VoICeS
through the use of original interviews, Sir ed is the main voice 
of the film, guiding us through the ascent step by step and 
ensuring the viewer experiences his highs and lows, fears and 
insecurities and ultimately his triumph. Mountaineering and 
historian experts include Jim Whitaker, the first American to 
summit Mt everest; Stephen Venables the first Britain to reach 
the summit without oxygen; Peter hillary son of ed hillary, 
norbu tenzing – Son of tenzing norgay; Peter hackett – 
world’s leading authority on high altitude medicine; Mike 
Conefrey author of everest 1953 and lastly the voices of the 
entire 1953 expedition are used in the film, alongside Sir ed’s. 

the SCReen StoRy WRItIng PRoCeSS 
Matthew Metcalfe came up with the concept i.e. that he and 
Leanne Pooley make a film JuSt about ed hillary that con-
centrates solely on the conquest of everest (not the rest of his 
life).  this film, Beyond the edge would combine archive 
material (stills, recorded interviews, filmed sequences) with shot 
reconstructions. Metcalfe worked with Leanne Pooley to turn 

this concept into a more developed proposal which was the ba-
sis for the “Screen Story” rather than a “Screen Script”.  From 
this they sought funding. Pooley says, “the script per se is 
basically written in the editing phase of the film.”

Leanne Pooley’s process is unusual. She goes into the edit 
process with a reasonable idea of how she wants to structure 
the film based on her own research. 

Pooley explains, “My editor, tim Woodhouse, and I take all 
the historical interviews, the (contemporary), interviews I do, 
and other bits of audio (recordings) and knit together the 
voice-over for the film (this is where I use the transcripts).  this 
involves people who were there (including ed), experts and 
others describing what happened on the expedition.  Literally 
thousands of little bits of hundreds of interviews are woven to-
gether.  once we do this we cut together images to illustrate the 
story that is being told.  this involves using the moving archive, 
the stills, and eventually the reconstructions we shoot.  during 
this assembly (before the reconstruction shoot) we use sto-
ryboards to help us build what we call an animatic; this is 
basically ‘the script’.”

StoRyBoARdS – Beyond the edge
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CIneMAtogRAPhy –  
FILMIng At hIgh ALtItude
As director of Photography (doP) Richard Bluck worked with 
an amazingly accomplished team of people during the filming 
of Beyond the edge.

high Altitude Camera operator, Mark Whetu, summited 
everest in May 2013, in the course of filming for Beyond the 
edge. Whetu was a pivotal member of the Mountain Safety 
team on Mt Cook during principal photography in March 
2013.  the Co-ordinator of Safety and Locations on the Mt 
Cook shoot was guy Cotter who is regarded as one of the 
world’s foremost mountaineers.  

Logistics and Safety when filming at high Altitude 

Filming at high altitude posed many challenges including the 
obvious safety hazards which impact on the pace of shooting 
making it much slower than usual. Producer, Matthew Metcalfe 
explains, “I have shot (films) in the mountains before and safety 
has to be the number one issue.  In order to make everyone 
safe people have to be clipped in and harnessed (to one anoth-
er).  that creates its own what I call the dog park dance where 
we’re all clipped in like dogs in a dog park tripping over each 
other in the snow!  there’s just no way to avoid that because 
you don’t want to take the risk of someone getting hurt. It’s a 
‘live’ environment; it’s a dangerous environment. Filming is 
slower because of that – there’s just no way around it.” 

LogIStICS
 “Mountains have got to be one of the hardest places to film.  
A typical day for us on the Beyond the edge shoot started 
with most of the team rising at 5am. We’d have breakfast 
between 1⁄4 to 6 and 6 a.m. We got the latest weather reports 
and from there we’d grab our kit and head down to the airport 
at Mt Cook or go to the studio if weather was bad.  

If we flew (which was more often than not during the shoot), 
the first choppers were usually in the air at first light and it 
was normally a two-hour process to get all the loads up to the 
mountain.  those loads usually involved about eight helicopters 
to get us from the bottom to the top and later of course from 
the top to the bottom.  We had to break that down into passen-
ger loads and also bin loads.”

the bin loads required the more powerful helicopters – the B3 
or the Squirrel B3 and they would bring up to about half a 
tonne of equipment with them.  We needed three of those per 
day.  In a nutshell every day we had to fly about 24 people 
and 1.5 tonnes of equipment up fromMt Cook airfield to about 
8,500 feet at the top of the tasman glacier.”
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SAFety PRoCeduReS
As safety on the Beyond the edge production was paramount, 
the producers ensured the best possible practices were in place 
at all times and engaged some of the world’s best mountain-
eers and Safety experts who also had extensive experience of 
working on feature films.    

Producer Matthew Metcalfe said, “on any film, safety is 
important.  I have a personal mantra which is - you know what 
we all treat it like we’re trying to get a rocket to the moon, but 
at the end of the day it’s just a movie it’s not even worth a cut 
finger. And on this film that applies in triplicate! We said to 
everyone right from the get go – the budget is always tight but 
not for safety – on safety we don’t scrimp we don’t ‘save.”  

the producers ensured the Safety and Locations team had ev-
erything they needed safety-wise and were strict about it. “ev-
eryone respected that and everyone has gone out of their way 
to look out for each other and operate as a true team – and of 
course we’ve been incredibly helped by Adventure Consultants 
led by guy Cotter who is one of the world’s foremost experts 
on filming in the mountains,” Metcalfe said. 

Cotter was able to set up a situation whereby the whole crew 
could operate safely. there were no incidents on during prin-
cipal production.  the production was extraordinary for the 
number of people working in Safety who had summited Mount 
everest (between ten and fifteen), trekked to the South Pole or 
climbed significant peaks such as K2.  At the time of the shoot 
Metcalfe said, “We’ve literally got the most experienced guys 
in the world looking after us and I tell you what on a daily 
basis, it shows!” 

director, Leanne Pooley, has an aversion to heights. But the 
well-respected and much liked director never complained 
about the dangers and later said, “I’m absolutely certain that if 
I wasn’t attached to a mountain-man I would have fallen down 
some hole by now – so it’s pretty good that they’re here.  I feel 
like I’ve conquered it because I literally sat on a ledge the other 
day and it was about, hmm, I don’t know, about 4 metres wide 
with about a --- I don’t know, I could be exaggerating, but it 
seems like a 4000 meter drop. And I felt fine because I trust 
them all. I don’t mind helicopters at all but heights have never 
been my thing so – well I’ve hung myself over a couple of these 

ledges and I feel kind of proud of myself – haha - it won’t 
impress my kids though!”

 

PRoduCtIon deSIgn –  
CReAtIng AuthentICIty
Academy Award winning Production designer, grant Major 
was coincidentally walking in the himalayas, when he took a 
call from Leanne Pooley’s researcher offering him the post of 
Production designer on Beyond the edge. the job intrigued 
grant Major, as it was a new genre for him.  

the brief from producer, Matthew Metcalfe, was for authentici-
ty ‘all the way’.  From Metcalfe’s point of view he wanted a sort 
of stylisation while maintaining the authenticity, offering a very 
exciting design opportunity.  

Major said, “I’ve never done a dramatized documentary 
before.  one of the things about my job is to know about the 
time, place and environment for a given drama and script.  In 
this instance there’s a very specific time and a specific place 
with a lot of imagery and knowledge about what actually 
happened there. So my duties were specifically to do with 
recreating that event with a lot of fidelity, all those details, so 
that it would look just the same as the real thing.” 

CReAtIng ‘the LooK’ –  
deFInIng the PeRIod
 “So it’s kind of a break from tradition to have a designer 
working on a documentary,” said Major, “I like to think that 
with my skills I bring a certain amount of stylisation. I know 
it’s a very factual story but it’s important for it to have a ‘look’ 
which I think is quite a ‘groovy’ look. When you look at the 
(film) material even though it’s 60 years ago now – you know 
that all these individual climbers had their own style and a 
certain ’50’s style - a certain mountaineering kind of thing. So 
I was very much interested in that period look. And then of 
course there’s also a lot of graphic work to happen in the film. 
Collectively, with the archival things, and the things that I can 
bring in from a design point of view there’s quite a lot of ma-
terial there to formulate and turn into a sort of designed look,” 
Major commented.
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SouRCIng PRoPS ReSeARChIng  
FAR And WIde
objects like the oxygen gear and the tents and so forth are 
archival objects that still exist in the Royal geographic Society 
and there are some elements of that expedition in the new 
Zealand Museums.  Major said, “I was actually able to go to 
the local museums and measure up and photograph and do 
a survey of all the things I could get my hands on.  We had a 
researcher in London who could go to the Royal geographic 
Society and do a really good photo survey of their objects.  
Collectively we had a lot of good stuff to work with.”

Major started researching in early november 2012, five 
months before principal photography commenced. “that was 
quite a period of time (made available) given that we were 
only recreating 20 to 30 minutes of actual drama,” Major said.

the research began straight away so that Major and his team 
could find out what props they had to acquire from overseas 
that would take time to get to new Zealand and what things 
they had to make.  they made the oxygen sets. All of the tents 
had to be made, with lots of detail following intensive research 
into the materials and the colours. 

“I’d like to think that all the intercutting between what we’ve 
made and the actual things on the archival footage is pretty 
seamless – so you know – that takes time and a skilled team,” 
Major said.

CoStuMe deSIgn – FABRIC And CoLouR
For Costume designer, Barbara darragh, being able to re-
search the actual archival pieces of costume in the Canterbury 
Museum was a great place to start.   darragh said, “We were 
able to look at their original pieces that came back from ever-
est – especially the padded jackets, the boots that were lined 
with kapok (a natural fibre), the mittens, the oxygen helmets - it 
was a really good start for us to get a scale of how they were 
built and the scale of how much padding was in them. Most of 
them were designed in Farnborough.” (Farnborough is a mili-
tary RAF base in hampshire, u.K. – known for its development 
of military material.) 

the challenge of matching the recreation with the actual film 
footage (from the period) was an enjoyable aspect for darra-
gh. “It was really interesting trying to make the colours and the 
shapes seamless between the original footage from 1953 and 
now – it took a lot of dying – a lot of cloth was dyed and over 
dyed until we got that colouration.  I did try to use the cottons 
and nylon which is what the fabrics were at the time. All the 
green jackets do have down in them and all the boots have 
been constructed very similar to the time – they were combat 
soles.  We left the padding out (of the boots) because we had 
to try and fit existing crampons onto them as well. We also had 
a couple of crampons made for the film.  I found it interesting 
matching layers and layers of colour until they got it get it right 
and then aging the material. 

ConSIdeRIng the IMPACt oF  
3d FILMIng on CoStuMIng
the impact of 3d filming had to be taken into consideration 

by Barbara darragh.  “If you have anything white or a strong 
contrast and it moves in front of the performer it’s really 
distracting (on film).  So a lot of the toggles and the ties were 
taken down a lot darker in colour than what they would have 
been at the time,” said darragh. 

AgIng And PeRSonALISIng CoStuMeS
the members of the original 1953 expedition were issued new 
clothing at the start of the expedition. darragh says, “When 
you look at the original footage of some of the garments, you 
can still see the packaging lines on them.  however, (in making 
the film) we were trying to get away from that and make the 
costumes look like they’re also ‘getting to the top’ and they are 
deliberately aged and ripped and torn. We did notice that the 
boot covers ripped pretty quickly on the rocks in new Zealand 
during the shoot!”

darragh found it fascinating to have an insight into what the 
climbers would have gone through on the expedition.  “they 
slept in their down jackets for wind protection - they all had 
their own eccentricities of course - ed with his striped cap.  
that cap was made, I believe, by his sister with scraps of fab-
ric. that cap was in the museum – we recreated it. I had all the 
stripes reprinted again and we stitched it just as it was – which 
was a pretty cool thing to do – it’s so iconic that cap. And 
Charles evans had this sweater, which the more we studied it 
the more we found it’s knitted off kilter. It’s not symmetrical so 
we recreated it exactly the same. 
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MAKe-uP And PRoSthetICS deSIgn  
- WeAtheRIng hILLARy
davina Lamont was working in London when Leanne Pooley, 
the director invited her to become the Make up and Prosthetics 
designer. She agreed and on her return to new Zealand she 
became involved in the casting process, recommending that 
Chad Moffit be cast in the role.

Lamont said, “Chad Moffit is actually older than ed when ed 
ascended everest but Chad has been indoors for a few years 
and doesn’t have the aging or the ‘weathered look’ as we call 
it that our lovely ed had so we had to add it,” said Lamont.   

“We didn’t want to make Chad exactly like ed,” said Lamont.  
the make up team used aging weathered prosthetics around 
Moffit’s eyes and on bit on his forehead.  they changed the 
length of Moffit’s teeth so he has just the top teeth in. they also 
pushed out his gums a little bit to open up his mouth.  Lastly 
they added in a beard and stubble and “weathered it up”. 

“I have to say with him in costume and make up he looks 
amazing,” Lamont remarked.

tHe FilmmaKerS
MAttheW MetCALFe – PRoduCeR 
Matthew Metcalfe is one of new Zealand’s most prolific and 
internationally successful producers whose films have been 
nominated for thirty new Zealand Film Awards with thirteen 
wins, while also being long-listed for two BAFtA awards and 
being nominated for a London Critics Circle Award. 

In September 2013, Metcalfe will have two features at the 
prestigious toronto International film Festival with Beyond 
the edge and gISeLLe - a first for a producer from new 
Zealand.  

other films Metcalfe has produced or executive produced have 
shown in the Cannes, toronto and London film festivals, as 
well as numerous others around the world. his work includes 
feature films such as deAn SPAnLey (starring Peter o’toole 
and Sam neill), neMeSIS gAMe (starring Ian McShane) and 
LoVe BIRdS (starring Rhys darby and Sally hawkins) – films 
which have sold internationally to companies such as Lions 
gate, Icon, Paramount and Miramax. tV shows Metcalfe has 
produced include prime time productions such as AIR FoRCe, 

SoLdIeRS oF FoRtune, VIetnAM – My FAtheRS WAR and 
the hit german tV drama series – eMILIe RIChARdS.

LeAnne PooLey - dIReCtoR
one of new Zealand’s most internationally accomplished and 
award winning documentary film-makers, Leanne Pooley has 
worked for broadcasters around the world including the BBC, 
ItV Channel 4 (uK), PBS, tVnZ, the Knowledge network, and 
the discovery Channel. 

Pooley’s documentaries have screened in more than 100 
countries and include topics ranging from the great Antarctic 
explorers to a docu-drama examining the ancient process of 
Papal elections. In 1997, Pooley established the independent 
production company Spacific Films in new Zealand. 

Recent documentaries include ShACKLeton’S CAPtAIn a 
dramatized documentary about Frank Worsley, Captain of 
ernest Shackleton’s ill-fated endurance expedition; the toPP 
tWInS : untouChABLe gIRLS (2009) which has won 20 
international awards including the “Cadillac People’s Choice 
Award” at the prestigious toronto International Film Festival 
Award; the Qantas Award winning film ReLAtIVe guILt, the 
MAn Who hAS eVeRythIng for the American discovery 
network, KIWI BuddhA as seen on national geographic and 
hAuntIng dougLAS about choreographer douglas Wright, 
her first feature length documentary, which has screened at fes-
tivals around the world and earned Pooley the award for BeSt 
dIReCtoR at the 2005 new Zealand Screen Awards. 

her documentary, the PRoMISe, about euthanasia cam-
paigner Lesley Martin won the 2006 new Zealand Screen 
Award for ‘Best documentary’. In 2006 Leanne produced and 
directed tRy ReVoLutIon exploring how rugby was used to 
help bring down South Africa’s apartheid regime, and in 2007 
BeIng BILLy APPLe about the man who became a living work 
of art. 

Leanne Pooley lives in Auckland, new Zealand with her 
husband and two children.  She was born and raised in 
Winnepeg, Canada she immigrated to new Zealand in the 
mid-1980’s and began working in the new Zealand television 
industry. In 1992 she moved to england where she made 
documentaries for major broadcasters including BBC (1&2) ItV 
and Channel 4 as well as PBS in America.
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CAtheRIne MAdIgAn – LIne PRoduCeR 
Catherine Madigan has been involved in numerous feature 
films, television series, television commercials and documen-
taries both in new Zealand and overseas. Most recently she 
was Production Manager on Andrew Adamson’s latest feature 
Mister Pip (starring hugh Laurie) filmed in Bougainville, Papua 
new guinea and new Zealand. She previously worked as a 
Line Producer on the documentary Brother number one filmed 
in Cambodia and new Zealand.

her most recent projects include Line Producing two general 
Film Corporations films gISeLLe and Beyond the edge for 
producer Matthew Metcalfe. 

Madigan production-managed the hollywood feature film 
Vertical Limit shot in Queenstown, followed by a uS feature 
in thailand starring Angelina Jolie. She has also produced 
a behind-the-scenes dVd in Las Vegas with Celine dion and 
has directed her own documentary, tuRnIng the tIde, in 
Sri Lanka about new Zealand aid reaching fishing communi-
ties post-tsunami. Madigan has produced several tourism nZ 
commercials in recent years as well as the tourism nZ Interna-
tional Short Film Competition. She is currently on the nZ Film 
Commission LBSg panel, the doCnZ Advisory Board and is a 
member of WIFt.

gRAnt MAJoR – PRoduCtIon deSIgneR 
the Academy Award-winning production designer, grant 
Major, was born in new Zealand in 1955 and went to Auck-
land university of technology art school, where he majored in 
graphic design. 

his first job was in the design department at television new 
Zealand and, after a stint with BBC tV in London, his debut 
feature credit was on Jane Campion’s, An AngeL At My 
tABLe (1990). he embarked on a notably fruitful collaboration 
with director Peter Jackson on heAVenLy CReAtuReS (1994) 
which also included the Frighteners (2006) before they went 
on to attempt the most ambitious film trilogy of all time, the 
Lord of the Rings (the FeLLoWShIP oF the RIng, 2001; 
the tWo toWeRS, 2002; the RetuRn oF the KIng, 
2003) (Major won the oscar for the final instalment; he has 
been nominated four times). 

Major went on design Jackson’s KIng Kong (2005) and 
Martin Campbell’s the gReen LAnteRn (2011). In between 
such gigantic productions, he has also worked closely with 
nikki Caro on MeMoRy And deSIRe (1998), WhALe RIdeR 
(2002) and the VIntneR’S LuCK (2009) and his most recent 
projects are MR PIP (2012), which is set in Papua new guin-
ea, and the eMPeRoR, set in the post-War imperial palaces 
of Japan.

RIChARd BLuCK – dIReCtoR oF  
PhotogRAPhy 
Richard Bluck is today considered to be one of new Zealand’s 
best exponents of shooting in state of the art 3d, started at 
television new Zealand, as a trainee cameraman.  In 1989 
Bluck made a debut as director of photography by collabo-
rating with cameraman grant Lahood on the classic short film 

SnAIL’S PACe.

he went on to direct music videos for hip hoppers, Southside of 
Bombay, and went on the road with the new Zealand Sym-
phony orchestra for 1993 documentary In Bed WIth the 
oRCheStRA.

Bluck earned a great reputation for his Steadicam skills –and 
worked on selected scenes of Peter Jackson’s BRAIndeAd, 
the FRIghteneRS and the LoRd oF the RIngS. Bluck 
made his debut as a feature film director of photography two 
with Jonathan King’s BLACK SheeP which garnered work a 
new Zealand Film and television Award.  other feature films 
include undeR the MountAIn and SeCond-hAnd Wed-
dIng.  he served as second unit doP on the epic films KIng 
Kong and AVAtAR.  

Bluck is also skilled in the complex art of filming miniatures: 
his work on the tWo toWeRS would see him sharing an 
award from an organisation of American special effects pro-
fessionals. Bluck also shot boat miniatures for MASteR And 
CoMMAndeR, and train scenes for Martin Campbell’s the 
Legend oF ZoRRo.

BARBARA dARRAgh – CoStuMe deSIgneR 
Costume designer, Barbara darragh, has had a life time career 
costuming actors for major new Zealand film and television 
shows, uS cable shows and international feature films such as 
BRIdge to teRABIthIA, plus many television commercials. 
over the past four years Barbara was costume designer for 
the Starz series SPARtACuS plus numerous television commer-
cials.  She has received several awards for costume design 
plus emmy nominations for SPARtACuS. AtB costume hire 
is an expanding business she also owns to facilitate industry 
designers and stylists.

dAVInA LAMont – MAKe uP And 
PRoSthetICS deSIgneR
davina Lamont is a Queenstown based international Film, 
television and Fashion Makeup Artist, with over 19 years in 
the industry. her career has taken her around the world where 
she has managed to work within all the different elements that 
the makeup world has to offer ranging from designing make-
up, hair and prosthetics for some of the big film production 
companies to photo shoots. Lamont works with directors: Peter 
Jackson, Andrew Adamson, Leanne Pooley, Ross Brown and 
gino Acevedo - people whose creativity continually feeds her 
imagination. 

Lamont was nominated for a Saturn Award in America for Best 
Makeup with 30 dAyS oF nIght and Winner of a Moa new 
Zealand Film Award, for Best Makeup design for the deVILS 
RoCK.

Lamont has worked with the following artists: Jude Law, Viggo 
Mortensen, Karl urban, doris Roberts, narveen Andrews, 
Josh hartnett, Ashley tisdale, danny huston, tom Cavangh, 
Stephan Moyer, donna hay, Richard Roxburgh, Ben Cross, 
Sam neill, Simon Callow, Patrick Bergin, Frances o’Connor, 
Claire Forlani, Kevin nealon, gillian Vigman, Robert hoffman, 
Lincoln Lewis, Jonah Lomu.

http://www.nzonscreen.com/person/grant-lahood
http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/snails-pace-1989
http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/in-bed-with-the-orchestra-1993
http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/in-bed-with-the-orchestra-1993
http://www.nzonscreen.com/person/peter-jackson
http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/braindead-1992
http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/the-frighteners-1996
http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/the-lord-of-the-rings-the-fellowship-of-the-ring-2001
http://www.nzonscreen.com/person/jonathan-king
http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/black-sheep-2007
http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/under-the-mountain-2009
http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/second-hand-wedding-2008
http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/second-hand-wedding-2008
http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/the-lord-of-the-rings-the-two-towers-2002
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guy CotteR – Co-oRdInAtoR oF 
SAFety And LoCAtIonS 
highly respected Adventure Consultants (originally founded by 
the late Rob hall) is directed and owned by guy Cotter. he is 
an IFMgA Mountain and Ski guide with a wealth of experi-
ence in all things climbing, especially high altitude mountain-
eering at a professional level. guy’s whole life has been spent 
in the mountains - in new Zealand, the himalayas and many 
other mountain ranges around the world. he has been the 
director of Adventure Consultants since 1996 and prior to that 
he had been intricately involved with the company since its 
beginnings in 1992. he led everest expeditions in 2006 and 
2007, so has now summited everest four times. he has now 
summited six 8000m peaks.

other recent projects, apart from guiding and leading Adven-
ture Consultants expeditions, have been as diverse as working 
on a hollywood movie about climbing K2, called the VeRtI-
CAL LIMIt, on location in new Zealand’s Southern Alps during 
1999 and co-ordinating locations and safety for the feature 
film Beyond the edge.

MARK Whetu - hIgh ALtItude 
CAMeRA oPeRAtoR
Mark Whetu is a new Zealand Mountaineer, specialising in 
high altitude Filming, Rigging and Crew Safety. his filming 
exploits have put him in the wildest locations possible, provid-
ing exclusive footage for productions internationally. Whetu 
has climbed in the himalayas since 1983; made two ascents 
of Mt. Cho oyu - filming on Cho oyu’s summit both times and 
two ascents of Mt. Shisha-pangma; summited Mt. everest 6 
times from nepal and tibet, filming on the planets high point 
5 times, capturing unique footage for various Production Com-
panies. he has rigged and filmed in northern Russia during 
winter, active volcanoes in ethiopia & the Pacific, ‘Cat 5’ hurri-
canes in Mexico as well as scientific projects in Antarctica.

Whetu has documented countless achievements in new Zea-
land’s Southern Alps, including the 1st double amputee (Mark 
Inglis) ascent of Aoraki - Mount Cook. he also filmed Inglis’ 
ascent of Mt. Cho oyu, as well as his amazing ascent of Mt 
everest.

Whetu became the subject of his own documentary in the 
FAtAL gAMe after spending the night out, 100m from the 
summit of Mt everest in an attempt to save a fellow climber. At 
the time it was the highest recorded bivouac, without oxygen & 
suffering frostbite, descending alone from the ordeal.

other recent work includes: Search for Mallory, BBC;  An-
ZAC’s on everest, ABC; global extremes: Mount everest for the 
uS outdoor Life network; no Mean Feat: tVnZ 2003 Award 
for ‘Best nZ documentary’;  dangerman Series; nat history 
nZ for discovery Channel; - 3 seasons of everest: Beyond the 
Limit for discovery Channel.

MAIN CAST

SIR edMund hILLARy - Chad Moffitt

tenZIng noRgAy - Sonam Sherpa

John hunt - John Wraight

geoRge LoWe - Joshua Rutter

toM BouRdILLon - dan Musgrove

ChARLeS eVAnS - erroll Shand

Ang nyIMA - Phurenje tshering

PeMBA - Jimmy Kunsang

KEY CREW

dIReCtoR - Leanne Pooley

PRoduCeR - Matthew Metcalfe

dIReCtoR oF PhotogRAPhy - Richard Bluck

LIne PRoduCeR - Catherine Madigan

PRoduCtIon deSIgneR - grant Major

edItoR - tim Woodhouse

CoMPoSeR - david Long

1st ASSIStAnt dIReCtoR - hamish gough

CoStuMe deSIgneR - Barbara darragh

MAKe uP deSIgneR - davina Lamont

Mount eVeReSt (2nd unit)  
CAMeRA oPeRAtoR - Mark Whetu

CAStIng - Liz Mullane

PoSt PRoduCtIon - digipost

dIgIPoSt PoSt PRoduCeR - Roger grant

dIgItAL CoLouRISt - Pete Williams

Sound deSIgneR - Bruno Barrett-garnier
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production problemS  
and reSolutionS

MAttheW MetCALFe – PRoduCeR
Description of my role in Beyond the Edge

As Producer of Beyond the edge it was my job to oversee the 
entire production at a creative, technical and managerial level; 
to assume control of the budget and to ensure that the resourc-
es of the film are best used to achieve the highest possible 
creative standards. 

My biggest production problem

the biggest problem we faced on Beyond the edge was the 
issue of allocating the proper amount of resources to high-alti-
tude helicopter-lift support.

Description of the production problem 

the issue of helicopter support was of particular significance 
on Beyond the edge as all of the primary locations were found 
at an altitude between 8 – 10,500ft, an inaccessible (by road) 
and at times dangerous mountain terrain.  Without adequate 
helicopter resources it would have been simply impossible to 
achieve our production objectives. given that Beyond the edge 
is a film about the conquest of everest by Sir edmund hillary 
and tenzing norgay, and that creatively bringing this story to 
the screen is the primary point of the movie, this issue was as 
much an artistic/creative issue as it was a logistical/financial 
issue.

Where and when the production problem took place

our primary shoot locations were around the head of the 
tasman glacier, the South-east Ridge, Mt Alymer and hoch-
stetter dome, in the Aoraki / Mt Cook region. these are areas 
that simply cannot be serviced as a work area on a daily basis 
without significant helicopter resources.  this problem took 
place primarily during the advanced pre-production phase be-
fore filming began.  We had to have this issue resolved before 
we moved to principle photography. 

People involved in production problem solving

Solving this problem involved working extensively with the Line 
Producer, Production Coordinator, Accountant and 1st Assistant 
director. effectively solving the problem was a joint under-
taking between those individuals representing the logistical, 
financial and creative demands of the production.

How the production problem was resolved

In this particular case, we solved the problem through both the 
reallocation of resources and by agreeing with some of our key 
financiers for a raise in the individual investments made into 
the film. It was a stressful, demanding but ultimately neces-
sary task that had to be undertaken and one which, when we 
looked back, was clearly done for the benefit of the film and 
without doubt was the right thing to do. 

CAtheRIne MAdIgAn – LIne PRoduCeR
Description of my role in Beyond the Edge

the Line Producer supervises the preparation of the film›s 
budget, and the day-to-day planning and running of the pro-
duction in conjunction with the Production team and heads of 
departments.   A big part of the role is to anticipate and solve 
problems to achieve the unique demands of each project.  the 
two essential elements required for the smooth running of a film 
are collaboration and communication.

 My biggest production problem

the Production Coordinator and I once joked that it was more 
difficult to get one cameraman to Mt everest than it was to 
send 50 cast and crew members to Aoraki / Mt Cook!  As 
Mt everest is such an integral part of this story, and in the 
words of the director, a character in itself, the Producer felt it 
was essential we filmed on location in nepal.  Facilitating this 
location proved challenging.

Description of the production problem 

despite being a Production team with international and remote 
location experience, none of us had ever sent a crew to everest 
before!  
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FILM eQuIPMent:   
All our equipment sent to everest, had to be carried up the 
mountain, which meant we needed to limit ourselves to es-
sentials only; while also needing to consider if any equipment 
failed, there was an adequate back up where possible.  After 
all, it’s not like our climbers could pop in to the nearest camera 
shop!

As we were going to extremely high altitude (29,029 ft) with 
extreme temperatures, extensive research was needed to find 
out the effects this would have on our equipment and whether 
any modifications would be required.   often our research 
presented conflicting opinions and experiences of filming at in 
those conditions, it was important Production and our technical 
teams armed ourselves with as much information as possible so 
we could make judgment calls.

We discovered batteries don’t last as long in high altitudes, 
and our cameraman would rarely have access to electricity 
to recharge them; so while taking weight into consideration, 
we had to work out how many additional batteries we would 
need.

At the end of filming each day, the footage (rushes) needed 
to be downloaded from camera cards onto hard drives via 
a laptop, and backed up (in order to free up camera cards 
and comply with our insurance stipulations).  this means a 
significant amount of portable hard drives were required, as 
it would be over ten weeks before our cameraman would be 
back in Auckland to upload the data to our Post Production 
facility.  during our prep, it was discovered that hard drive 
based devices require air pressure to allow the heads to float 
above the hard drive. At high altitudes (above 15,000ft), there 
may not be sufficient air pressure to float the heads. We built 
small, light solid state external hard drives, and purchased a 
lightweight solid state laptop for the expedition.  every piece 
of equipment was extensively tested by our technical and It 
people.  It cannot be overstated that if an integral piece of 
equipment were to fail, the entire everest shoot would have 
proved fruitless, meaning a significant financial investment 
wasted, and no Mt everest footage for our director to intercut 
with the Aoraki/Mt Cook footage.

Special protective casing was sourced and purchased, 
designed to keep all technical equipment warm and dry.  At 
the same time, we had to reduce the weight where possi-
ble.  throughout prep, we were constantly weighing up weight 
versus risk (i.e. spare equipment in case anything malfunctions, 
and the amount of heavy duty protective packaging)

SoLAR PoWeR: 
Accessing electricity on Mount everest is a challenge.  our 
team needed to charge audio visual equipment, laptops and 
satellite phones.  We spent weeks researching and sourcing the 
latest solar power technology, eventually working with a state 
of the art Australian solar company.  our team could clip solar 
panels to their backpacks and charge power-packs throughout 
the day as they climbed, as well as hang the panels on tents 
when stationed. the power-packs could then charge an array 
of uSB and wall devices as quick as the wall, keeping our gear 
powered and cameras rolling.

LogIStICS: 
getting a person and their equipment from South Island, new 

Zealand to the top of the world involves airplanes, helicopters, 
yaks and a lot of walking!   our new Zealand based Produc-
tion team had to arrange all travel and freight to Lukla, includ-
ing sourcing special containers that could hold and protect our 
equipment and costumes while being able to comfortably sit on 
a yak!  our everest expedition team then facilitated the jour-
ney to Mt everest Base Camp, and on towards the summit.  A 
porter normally carries 30kg and a yak 60kg+.  they  have 
to walk all equipment from Lukla to everest Base Camp, which 
takes around 10 days; and that’s before they actually start 
climbing the mountain!

CoMMunICAtIonS: 
unfortunately, there aren’t any pay phones or internet hot spots 
up Mount everest!  Communication between our Mount everest 
expedition team and the new Zealand Production office was 
limited as satellite phones and internet are both expensive 
and unreliable.  While our Mount everest team was filming 
in nepal, our director and editor were back in new Zealand 
editing the film to a strict deadline.  due to the lack of It on the 
mountain, our director didn’t have the opportunity to see the 
Mount everest footage until our cameraman was back in new 
Zealand, meaning they had to continue editing the film without 
knowing whether the Cameraman was able to capture the 
footage the director had storyboarded.

of course, the usual challenges such as budgetary and time 
restraints were present throughout the Mount everest shoot, 
which compounded the challenges above.

Where and when the production problem took place

Mt. everest, Sagarmatha national Park, nepal.

 People involved in production problem solving

the people involved in the problem solving were our new 
Zealand Production team (with support from our heads of 
departments), our Mount everest expedition team, our director 
and editor and our Mount everest Cameraman.

gRAnt MAJoR – PRoduCtIon deSIgneR 
Description of my role in Beyond the Edge

I worked as the Production designer responsible for the 
environments and props as well as the graphic style of the 
film.  this involved researching and re-making all the period 
details, the machinery and supplies the expedition bought to 
the himalayas and paying attention to what they had with 
them at various stages of the ascent. We built some small 
sets on location including Camp #9 on the cliff edge and the 
summit of Mt everest. 
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My biggest production problem

our problem was that changeable weather conditions when 
filming at such high altitudes (Mt Cook national Park) meant 
that we had to be prepared on any given day not to be able to 
access the chosen mountain-top locations.

Description of the production problem 

Alpine weather conditions are very changeable, high winds 
and poor visibility means the helicopters cannot risk carrying 
people to these dangerous places. As it’s very expensive to 
have a crew on location (accommodation, wages, infrastruc-
ture etc) we had to shoot every scheduled day whether we 
were on the mountain-top or not.

Where and when the production problem took place

We shot most of the live action film on location in the Aoraki / 
Mt Cook national Park. the production was based in Mt Cook 
village on the valley floor below the mountain and every day 
we would be flown to various locations high up on glaciers 
and mountain ridges.

We researched the projected weather patterns early in the 
planning stages of the film while still in Auckland and rec-
ognised the issue even then. As mentioned, every day was 
a potential problem; our mountain guides would advise us 
whether it was safe to fly in or otherwise. they would often 
have to helicopter up the mountain very early in the day to see 
what the conditions were like up there.

People involved in production problem solving

Most importantly this was the 1st Assistant director and the 
Production Manager’s problem (if we couldn’t shoot) but we 
all had to find a solution to this dilemma. Being the Production 
designer I had to come up with ideas that allowed us to film 
scenes as though we were on the mountain-top, even though 
we couldn’t fly up there. We decided to build a set which 
had to be on standby every day we were at Mt Cook and to 
provide enough backgrounds for many of the historic ascent 
moments. there were many physical design issues to overcome 
and with very little money to spend it was a real challenge to 
make it look convincing.

How the production problem was resolved

Fortunately there was a quarry near to the airport. I hired a 
bulldozer and managed to re-shape the gravel into ‘moun-
tainous’ shapes. We covered these shapes with fake snow, 
added in foggy atmosphere and wind and, with the help of the 
Camera operator, we managed to shoot in such a way as to 
make it feel as though we were up the top of the mountain. this 
film set provided us with good backgrounds for many ‘close-
up’ and ‘drama’ shots.

dAVInA LAMont – CoStuMe deSIgneR 
Description of my role in Beyond the Edge 

I was the Makeup, hair and Prosthetics designer. I was 
involved in creating the look for edmund hillary and tenzing 
norgay.

My biggest production problem

the main problem we came across for makeup was trying to 
keep the actors from getting sun burnt.

Description of the production problem 

due to the nature of the shoot, we were shooting from the end, 
where the actors could look tanned or burnt on the face, to the 
start where they were all fresh faced with white skin.

Where and when the production problem took place

the problem existed from day one on the shoot up the moun-
tain, in the Aoraki / Mt Cook national park; from morning until 
evening, on every shoot day up the mountain.

People involved in production problem solving

the issue was most problematic for our two main actors hillary 
and tenzing, who were part of the filming every day and who 
had many close-ups.

How the production problem was resolved 

We solved this problem by using shade, hats and lots of sun-
block!

RIChARd BLuCK –  
dIReCtoR oF PhotogRAPhy 
Description of my role in Beyond the Edge 

I was the director of Photography on Beyond the edge.  My 
role is to oversee the photographic aspect of the shoot.  As 
doP I am responsible for the crew who service the camera 
including camera, lighting and grips.  on Beyond the edge I 
worked with the director, Leanne Pooley, to realise her visual 
interpretation of the story.

My biggest production problem

We had a scene of edmund hillary jumping a crevasse and we 
needed a shot looking up from inside the crevasse.

Description of the production problem 

this was not an easy task, logistically or safety wise, as cre-
vasses in the Mt Cook area are dangerous. An issue like this 
involves a lot of crew members to arrange the action.

Where and when the production problem took place

the problem took place on the mountain (Mt Cook) during the 
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shoot in the Aoraki / Mt Cook national Park.

People involved in production problem solving

All of the crew (director, 1st Assistant director,  2nd Assistant 
director, Stunts department and Safety team) were involved in 
solving the problem.

How the production problem was resolved 

the day before we had to shoot this scene we met the stunt 
team and looked at the location.  We originally considered 
building a cable system to lower a remote camera-head with 
the 3d rig on it.  the grips spent half the night building a 
system to make this work.  It involved a trolley that the camera 
rig was mounted on and cables that would lower the rig into 
the crevasse.

on the morning of that shoot day, we looked at how the system 
would work on the mountain and decided that we would have 
great difficulty anchoring it safely in the time that we had 
available.

the second option was the one we went with. the grips put the 
camera rig in a box and lowered it to a ledge about 19 metres 
down the crevasse. they then lowered myself and Brian, one 
of the mountain safety guides down into the crevasse to the 
ledge.  I stood on the ridge, handholding the camera rig.

BARBARA dARRAgh – CoStuMe deSIgneR
I was the Costume designer on Beyond the edge, in charge of 
designing and creating all of the costumes and accessories for 
the film. 

My biggest production problem

We had the challenge of matching all costumes to the 1953 
footage, so that the drama that we shot could be woven seam-
lessly into the original footage from Conquest of everest. 

Description of the production problem 

Much of the clothing and material does not exist today and 
we had to be meticulous with detail, so that it did not show up 
in major contrast to the original 1953 footage that we were 
matching. 

I had the task of recreating the climbers’ styles. each character 
had a strong personal style: ed with his homemade cap, the ed 

and george Lowe kiwi-plaid shirts and tenzing’s stylish dress 
sense with his lucky hat and neck scarf.

Where and when the production problem took place

We had to source and create all of the costumes and accesso-
ries prior to the shoot.  I was based in Auckland but sourced 
things from all around the world. 

People involved in production problem solving

Myself and the art department were involved in solving the 
problem.. 

How the production problem was resolved 

As the everest project was a recreation, I mainly used pho-
tographic references from museums and stills from the docu-
mentary shot in 1953. the Canterbury Museum is a wonderful 
resource as they hold ed hilary›s everest clothing.

Matching the plaid shirts required sourcing a similar plaid, 
then over-dying, printing and over printing to create the plaid 
shirts. Charles evans’ sweater was recreated with a quirky de-
tail: the pattern is not balanced from the left to right side of the 
garment so I decided to retain the imbalance. When you look 
at the shoulders you should see a variation in the pattern.

For the green padded jackets and pants, I matched the cotton 
nylon cloth then dyed the cloth to match the originals in the 
museum. the fill is feather down as per originals made for a 
hot climb shooting on Mt Cook in the summer. For tenzing’s 
scarf we used a digital print to match as closely as possible. 

I managed to source the snow goggles over a period of time 
on eBay and tenzing’s interesting dark glasses were hand-
made by an english spec-maker. For the Rolex wrist watches, 
we recreated our own.  the crampons are originals, sourced 
over a period of time by myself and the art department.

SeAn KeLLy – SteReogRAPheR 
Description of my role in Beyond the Edge 

As Stereographer, I am responsible for the 3d look (visual 
depth) of the movie. I have live remote control over the 3d rig, 
which the cameras are attached to. 

My biggest production problem

up on a small ridge at 9,300ft, in the Minarets (part of the Mt 
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Cook range), the temperature in the late afternoon dropped to 
a range where the 3d rig froze up. this was due to the oil of 
the movement-motors getting too thick. this meant that the 3d 
rig could not work and we could not continue shooting. We 
were losing valuable time up the mountain. 

Where and when the production problem took place

the problem took place during the shoot, in the Mt Cook 
region of new Zealand.

People involved in production problem solving

the problem involved everyone on set because it meant we 
had to halt shooting. however I (with the help of the camera 
team) was responsible for finding a solution as quickly as 
possible.

How the production problem was resolved 

heat was required to thin-out the oil so we tried manually 
‘turning’ all moving parts, frustratingly to no avail. to solve 
the issue we physically moved the rig cameras, with the aid of 
viewing the pictures through monitors until the motors were set 
in a place where the filming could continue to produce ‘usable’ 
pictures. 

this problem was a mechanical issue. It could possibly have 
been avoided with prior information being gathered regarding 
the performance of the oil in freezing conditions. due to our 
systems of problem-analysis we spent the least amount of time 
with this issue, as we had planned solutions for various scenar-
ios and were able to implement them quickly. this ensured that 
shooting was able to continue, so we were able to get all of 
our shots that day and get the actors and crew out safely. 

guy CotteR – MountAIn LoCAtIonS 
And SAFety CooRdInAtoR
Description of my role in Beyond the Edge 

I was Mountain Locations and Safety Coordinator on Beyond 
the edge.  I was also in charge of helicopter coordination 
during the shoot in the South Island. 

My biggest production challenge

A key challenge for me was making the call each day about 
the weather and deciding whether cast, crew and equipment 
could be flown up to various locations. 

on one particular shoot day, while we were filming on the 
hochtetter dome, the helicopter pilots became concerned that 
we wouldn’t be able to fly out if we continued to film. I had to 
take their lead and make a call to evacuate. I am in the posi-
tion of looking after the safety of all cast and crew and have 
to acknowledge the concerns of the pilots, as they’re ultimately 
responsible for getting us on and off the mountain. 

Description of the production problem 

the weather can change very quickly and dramatically in 
the mountains. to completely evacuate off the mountain with 
all cast, crew and equipment, we would need an hour and a 
half, so if we leave an evacuation call to the last minute, we’d 
likely end up with people stuck on the mountain overnight (in 
freezing temperatures). If this was to happen, we always have 
an emergency cache (with tents, food, stoves etc.) making us 
capable of looking after everyone for a 24-hour period.  how-
ever, we hope to never have to use this.

When we are making a weather call, our first move is to get all 
non-essential cast and crew off the mountain, while a skeleton 
crew continues to film.

during a film job, we are always very conscious that are there 
to make the film and if we’re too conservative we don’t get 
anything done, but if we’re not conservative enough, things 
invariably go wrong. 

Where and when the production problem took place

this particular day took place in the hochstetter dome, up over 
3000m high. this is one of the tall peaks at the head of the 
tasman glacier. this peak is heavily affected by weather 

For the type of locations, which give you the look of everest 
(high mountains with dramatic backdrop), peaks such as these 
are ideal. this is why we often find ourselves in threatening 
situations. 

People involved in production problem solving

this issue involved the entire production; however it was ulti-
mately the Producer and my call to make. 

How the production problem was resolved 

In the end I decided to act on the concerns of the helicopter pi-
lots and evacuate to a lower position where we could continue 
to get shots. As it happened, the weather opened up and we 
were able to take a smaller, skeleton unit back up higher on the 
mountain. 
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actiVitieS: 
Reading Film Text. 

Pre-Viewing the Film Trailer, Predicting and Responding

English: Listening / Reading / Viewing / Speaking / Writing (All Levels):

Listening/ Reading / Speaking- What’s in a title? Class discussion. Consider the title of the film Beyond the Edge.   
What do you imagine the film is going to be about? What part of the title could hook you in? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Drama Activity -  Readers Theatre: Beyond the Edge Promo Script

Instructions: the Readers (class members) stand in a circle to read the script. each student reads a line, one after the other.  
Sometimes the students chorus a line (speak together). this will increase the power of the experience. they can ‘attempt’ an 
accent to create the feeling of the time.

Reader 1: Climbing everest is a problematical sort of thing.

Ed Hillary 1: there are so many obstacles against success.

British Voice 2: you don’t conquer a mountain. 

British Voice 3: If you’re lucky the mountain gives you a chance to stand on the top.

American Voice 1: When you’re out of your comfort zone is when you learn the most.

British Voice 4: Back in 1953 it was a great big question mark.

British Voice 5: Could it be done?

Announcers 1 and 2: For Rival nations Across the globe…

British Voice 6: there was a race on.

British Voice 7: our first stage of our journey to Mount everest is over.

Announcers 3 and 4: It was the ultimate challenge!

New Zealand Voice 1: this expedition was on a colossal scale!

New Zealand Voice 2: ten climbers, a film ream, sherpas…

New Zealand Voice 3: everything you need to survive…

New Zealand Voice 4:  In places where human beings weren’t designed to go!

Announcers 5 and 6: the last hurrah! of the British empire!

Announcers 6 and 7: the most extraordinary place on earth!

New Zealand Voice 5: only a few people would get a chance to go to the summit.

New Zealand Voice 6: tenzing had more experience climbing everest than anyone else.

Announcers 8 and 9: An epic adventure!

Sherpa 1: he was a mountaineer for hire.

Sherpa 2: his drive was to go to the top, just like ed hillary.
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Announcers 10 and 11: experience it like never before!

American Voice 2: Above 26 thousand feet is what we call the death Zone.

American Voice 3: Because you are slowly dying.

Peter Hillary: My father had quite a few demons.

Ed Hillary 2: I didn’t have the conviction that we were going to be successful.

American Voice 4: there’s just certain human beings eager to put one foot in front of the other.

Announcers 12 and 13: take an incredible journey!

American Voice 5: they had courage to push into the unknown.

Announcers 14 and 15; Beyond strength!

New Zealand Voice 7: Sir ed took the gamble.

Announcers 16 and 17: Beyond Friendship!

New Zealand Voice 8: that little interior voice was going…

Announcers 18,19: this is everest!

Announcers 20, 21: Beyond Fear!

Announcers 22,23: you’ve gotta go the extra distance!

Everyone: Beyond the edge!

Listening / Viewing - The Essence of the Film: Whole Class. A film trailer is like a snapshot of a film. 

View the trailer for Beyond the Edge  here: 

www.beyondtheedgefilm.com 

Compare your viewing of the trailer with your Readers theatre delivery of the text.

• Viewing / Speaking- Prediction of Genre: Class Discussion. 

1. What did this promo make you think about? 

2. how did you identify ed hillary?  (his cap) 

3. What tells you that the film is set in the past? (Voice over says 1953 / technology type writer / steam ship / wooden 
boxes / clothing)  

4. What accents do you hear? ( new Zealand (note change from 1953 style – Sir ed’s voice) / American / British) 

5. Where is the film set? (new Zealand / nepal / himalaya / Mount everest)

6. What age are the men in the film who are climbing everest ( 30’s – 40’s) 

7. What do you think is the desired effect of this promo is on a potential audience? 

8. What type of film is it? (documentary –drama)

 

• Listening/ Viewing / Speaking – Aspects of Documentary Drama Genre: Class Discussion. 

1. What clues are there in the trailer that the film’s genre (style) is a documentary drama? (discuss: Setting, Action, dia-
logue, Physical Appearance, Special effects, Sound, editing, Music, Costume, hair, Props, Lighting, Cinematography). 

http://www.beyondtheedgefilm.com
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• Writing – Aspects of Documentary Drama Genre: Individual Activity. 

1. Make two separate star diagrams with the word documentary in the centre of one and drama at the centre of the other. 

2. Watch the trailer again and select items in the film that represent ‘documentary’ and those that represent ‘drama’.  

3. Add notes to your star diagrams. use the headings in question 4 to help you. e.g. documentary: Archival footage of 
Sherpa carrying boxes. 

• Writing – Character Study - Compare and Contrast: Individual Activity. 

1. divide the page into two columns. 

2. Compare and contrast ed and John hunt (the man with the typewriter) as characters. In what way do think / predict they 
are, and in what way do you think / predict they will differ from one another? 

3. you can add to these lists after viewing the entire film.

• Writing – Theme: Individual Activity. What do you imagine the key theme of the film might be? (Think of the theme as a 
key idea – it’s more than a ‘topic’.) Complete this sentence about the likely theme: This film will most likely say that …..

• Writing – Setting: Individual Activity. 

1. the film is set mainly in everest in the himalayas. What tells us this? 

2. What locations can be recognised? (hint: Mount everest)

• Writing – Setting / Character: Individual Activity. 

1. What languages are spoken in the film’s trailer? 

2. Identify the racial groups that the film’s characters belong to.

• Writing – Synopsis: Individual Activity. In a sentence sum up the plot of the film as you predict it will be.  
(this film is likely to be about…) 

1. Viewing / Writing – Thinking Skills. Individual Activity. Complete this KWL Format before and after viewing the film. 

What i Know What i Want to Know What i learned

 

2. Personal Responsibility for Learning: Individual Activity. Keep these notes and refer to them / expand on them post viewing.
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actiVitieS: readinG Film text.  poSt-VieWinG tHe Film and reSpondinG

English: Listening / Reading / Viewing / Speaking / Writing / Presenting (Curriculum Levels 4-5)

Processes and strategies

Students will:

Integrate sources of information, processes, and strategies confidently to identify, form, and express ideas. (Level 4)

Integrate sources of information, processes, and strategies purposefully and confidently to identify, form, and express increasingly 
sophisticated ideas. (Level 5)

1.  Listening / Viewing / Writing – Note Taking:  Individual Activity. Following the viewing of Beyond the edge create a 
journal entry expressing your personal response to the film. (1-2 pages)

2.  Reading / Writing- Updating Notes:  Individual Activity. Re-read notes you made when you viewed the film’s trailer. 
(Pre-Viewing the Film trailer and Responding). Can you add anything to those notes? how well did you do with your 
predictions about the plot? tick the items that were correct.

3.  Listening /Speaking / Writing / Viewing - Quick Quiz – Integrating information: Paired Activity.  take turns asking 
the other person questions about the film Beyond the Edge. Record your answers on paper. Add to your notes.

 Sample Questions:

1. Where is the film mainly set?

2. Where are the flashbacks set?

3. When does the action of the film start (what date)?

4. When does the action of the film finish (what date)?

5. Who gives edmund hillary the opportunity to become involved in the expedition?

6. What is the object of the expedition?

7. What obstacles has edmund hillary overcome in the past?

8. Who is John hunt and what is his role in the expedition?

9. What countries are the climbers and porters from?

10. What obstacles do the climbers face on their journey?

11. how do the climbers overcome one of these obstacles?

12. What role does ed hillary play in the climb?

13. In what way is ed hillary different from the other climbers?

14. What is tenzing’s role in the climb?

15. how do hillary and tenzing come to be climbing partners?

16. What do hillary and tenzing differ from one another and what do they have in common? 

17. how would you describe the environment that the climbers are in?

18. how do the climbers acclimatise to the altitude?

19. What effect does the change in altitude have on the climbers’ bodies?

20. At what height is the death Zone?

21. What is the technology that Bourdillon invented for the climb called?

22. What happens when Bourdillon tries out his technology?

23. What is the technology that hillary and tenzing use called?

24. how is it different from Bourdillon’s technology?

25. how did you feel watching the final few minutes of the film?

26. What did tenzing do when they reached the top? 

27. What did they take pictures of?
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28. Who greeted hillary and tenzing on their descent?

29. Why do you think the film ended where it did?

30. Is the ending satisfactory for the viewer – why, why not?

4.   Speaking / Writing – Theme - Create a Mind Map: group Activity. edmund hillary clearly loved the sport of mountaineer-
ing. Brainstorm in pairs as many different types of love as you can think of. (e.g. Love of sisters and brothers, ) Compare your 
results with the class. Discuss: Some types of love are more important than others.

5.  Speaking / Viewing / Writing – Synopsis - Plot Recall. Create a Flow diagram. Paired Activity. Work in pairs to create a ten 
steps flow diagram that recalls key moments in the action of the film. take turns to tell the whole story including the ending. 
Write in the present tense. e.g. edmund hillary is invited to join an expedition to Mount everest. (hint: Focus on the verbs in 
your statements. use the Synopsis outline provided on page 14 and refer to the film trailer to remind you of key moments.) 
the trailer is on line www.beyondtheedgefilm.com 

6.  Speaking – Plot Recall, Mapping the Action: Paired activity. using paper, create a line graph that shows plot points in the 
film and the build towards a climax and resolution. on the y (vertical axis) show the intensity of the action as each crisis 
occurs and is solved the graph goes up and down. on the x (horizontal axis) show the points in the action e.g. the proposal. 

7.  Listening / Speaking / Writing / Viewing – People Study -Role on the Wall: Class/ group work. 

• View the film Beyond the Edge. 

• draw outlines of three people in your class to represent a range of people featured in Beyond the Edge such as ed 
hillary, george Lowe, tenzing norgay, John hunt, and tom Bourdillon. Pin the outlines on the wall. 

• Write descriptive comments about the person’s age, physical size /ability / intellectual strength / sense of humour / 
racial characteristics / gender / attitudes / beliefs / values / wants / desires / secrets / weaknesses and strengths. 
(Choose 4 – use these headings then make your comment.)

• use this list of Adjectives to help you describe the characters

ADjECTIVE LIST

hardworking long-suffering strong argumentative

excitable humorous introverted secretive

happy quirky unyielding supportive

optimistic sensitive rebellious extroverted

deceitful likeable intelligent fun-loving

weak loving traditional strict

handsome pessimistic helpful tactful

sad angry supportive wise

immature mature talkative loyal

thoughtful ambitious competitive judgemental

prejudiced patriotic kind honest

lively dutiful cheeky strong

proud suspicious adventurous creative

spoilt selfish unrealistic friendly

sporty strong faithful healthy

immature geeky weird sensitive

funny generous clean creative

handsome reckless dishonest faithful

 

• Post your notes on the Roles on the Wall in an appropriate place (e.g. head or heart)

• tour the gallery of characters and read the comments your classmates have made on the characters. 

• do you agree with everything that is noted there? 

• discuss the results as a class.

http://www.beyondtheedgefilm.com
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8.  Writing / Speaking – Character Study - Action Cards: group Work. using the information posted on the Role on the 
Wall to help you, create a series of cards that describe things that characters did in the film. In pairs swap cards. Call 
out an action to your partner who will tell you why the action was important or significant.

9.  Reading -  Key Vocabulary:  Individual Activity

  Match the right words with the correct definitions:

1 jeopardy a Person who climbs mountains

2 complication b desire to succeed

3 ambition c highest emotional point in the drama

4 altitude d Journey with a purpose

5 patriotism e A twist in the plot

6 mountaineer f Solution to the problem

7 obstacle g Love of country

8 expedition h danger

9 climax i An impediment–something to be overcome

10 resolution j height above sea level

10.  Listening /Speaking / Writing– jeopardy Game: (Character, theme, setting) group Activity.  note: In Beyond the edge, 
the featured characters are in constant danger of losing their lives -‘in jeopardy’. to play this game the teacher gives an 
‘answer’ and the Learners write the ‘question’. they must try to make the question as thoughtful as possible. 
 
Sample Answers:

  edmund hillary, norgay tenzing, tom Bourdillon, Charles evans, John hunt, altitude, crampons, crevasse, ice fall, 
Mount everest, Mt Cook, Sherpa, camps, oxygen, equipment, Britain, bee keeping,

11.  Listening/Speaking /Writing – Continuum: group / Individual Activity. the teacher reads out a series of statements 
one by one. Students physically place themselves on a continuum from strongly agree (one side of the room) through 
neutral to strongly disagree (opposite side of the room).  discuss viewpoints. Write a response journal following this 
exercise about what you have discovered. (hint: put the statements on an overhead and reveal them one by one.)

• taking  risks to extend yourself is a part of  life

• this film made an emotional impact on me 

• edmund hillary was a great role model

• edmund hillary and norgay tenzing showed great courage

•  the film made me think about extending myself more physically

• Climbing mountains tests people psychologically

• I enjoy being in the outdoors

• the film made me think about participating more in outdoor activity

• the climbing of Mount everest by ed hillary  in 1953 was important to all new Zealanders

• We can make lifelong friends through sporting activities

• the film makes some good points about inter-racial relationships

• the 3d experience kept me on the edge of my seat

• the flashbacks in the film Beyond the edge are important

• I would strongly recommend the film to other young people

• the appeal of this film is universal
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12.   Reading / Writing:  Expressive Writing – Individual Activity. head your page up with the title of the film.   
Choose four of the following statements to complete and respond to. explain your viewpoint (why?) by completing a  
paragraph for each statement. use examples from the film. (hint: Write about 100 – 150 words for each statement.) 

· Watching this film made me think about …   because …
· the scene that made me laugh out loud was when … because …
· A scene I thought was most dramatic was when … because …
· the scene that made me feel concerned for ed hillary was when … because …
· the scene that made me feel sorry for tom Bourdillon was when … because …
· the scene that made me feel happy for norgay tenzing was when … because …
· one scene that made me feel glad for ed hillary was when … because …
· one scene that touched me on an emotional level was when … because I felt …
· My favourite scene in this film is … because ...
· Please check www.beyondtheedgefilm.com for the film’s rating.  I think the censor got this right / wrong 

because …
· ed hillary shows that he is a human when he …. (does what?)   the impact of this behaviour is that he … 
· My opinion of ed hillary’s character is that he …
· My opinion of norgay tenzing’s character is that he …
· the ending of the film was expected / unexpected (Choose one) because …
· one moment in this film which was a surprise was when…
· Seeing someone who is / is not (Choose one) the same race as me, such as (Character name) in this film 

made me think about …
· the name of the film, Beyond the edge, is very appropriate because …
· My overall opinion of the film is … because …
· I would / would not (choose) recommend Beyond the edge to a friend because… 

13.   Writing - Expressive Writing - Character: Individual activity.  Write a one page piece in which you:
· Identify a main character. 
· describe what you have in common with this character. 
· describe how you differ from that character. 
· explain what you feel for this character in their dilemma (problem) as it is depicted (shown) in the film and 

explain why you feel that way.

http://www.beyondtheedgefilm.com
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14.   Writing - Transactional Writing - Theme: Individual activity. Write an essay of about 450 - 500 words in length on the 
following topic: 

Matthew Metcalfe, the producer of the drama-documentary, Beyond the edge, says the film is about, “...conquering yourself and 
achieving your own dreams.”   discuss. 

use this rubric to help you plan your work. Quote dialogue and describe action from the film to support your key points.

Ideas Topic Sentences Image Examples Voice Over
Mount everest is a killer. director Leanne Pooley 

says, “this film highlights 
the idea that many people 
in 1953 believed the 
altitude at Mount everest’s 
summit was beyond that 
which could be survived by 
a human being, no matter 
how fit.”

Close up of hillary climb-
ing through snow and 
ice, exhausted roped to 
tenzing.

you don’t conquer a 
mountain. 

If you’re lucky the moun-
tain gives you a chance to 
stand on the top.

ed hillary and norgay 
tenzing went where no 
man had gone before and 
lived to tell the tale. 

director Leanne Pooley 
says, “the conflict between 
this mammoth mountain 
and Sir edmund hillary’s 
stoic, humble heroism is a 
david and goliath tale of 
Biblical proportions.”

Long shot of ed and nor-
gay climbing a massive 
slope.

they had the courage to 
push into the unknown.

Conquering fear of what 
lies ahead is the biggest 
challenge

Also presented in the film 
is the idea that…

Close up of oxygen tank 
gauge sinking

Above 26 thousand feet 
is what we call the death 
zone because you are 
slowly dying

15.   Writing - Transactional Writing- Research and Synthesis: Individual Activity.  
Choose one of the following topics to write about:

· Research and write a leaflet for climbers intending to climb Mount everest.
· Research and write an encyclopaedia entry about ed hillary’s conquest of Mount everest.
· Research and write a leaflet for students advertising a school outdoor experience that will enable students to:  

“Conquer yourself and achieve your own dreams!”
· Suspense – the film uses many strategies to create suspense including the use of 3d photography, dramatic music, 

editing, and acting to create suspense. describe one scene from the film that you think is particularly full of  
suspense and explain how it was created.

· Props – Props play an important part in the film as symbols of the everest climb. discuss and provide examples.
· Costume - Costumes play an important part in the film as symbols of the social status of the individuals on the  

everest climb. discuss and provide examples.
· Language – Language plays an important role in the film as a cultural symbol related to social status and the British 

empire of 1953. discuss and provide examples. (hint: Accents: British english, new Zealand, nepalese) 

16.   Viewing / Transactional Writing - Filming Techniques: Individual Activity. View the film Beyond the Edge.  Choose 2 
Ideas and 2 techniques to focus on from the lists below and explain in two paragraphs how the film combines particular 
Ideas with particular Techniques. Provide specific examples from the film to support your answer.  
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17.

ideaS tecHniqueS

narrative (plot /synopsis) Structure (editing – e.g. flash back, flash forward)

theme(s) narrative Point of View

Character development Music (Verbal Feature)

Setting Sound effects (Verbal Feature)

dialogue (speech) dialogue (Verbal Feature)

Camera Work (Visual Feature)

Set and Props (Visual Feature)

Costumes (Visual Feature)

Colour (Visual Feature)

Lighting (Visual Feature)

Special effects (Visual Feature - editing)

18.   Writing - Poetic Writing   Individual Activity. Choose four of the following items on which to write a page.
· Write an alternative ending for the film.
· Write two diary entries for either hillary or tenzing covering the period of the night before they summited Mount everest 

and the night after they summited Mount everest, reflecting on how that person was changed by the experience.
· Write a story about ed hillary when he was young. Base it on an event. 
· Write a letter from ed hillary’s mother congratulating him after he summited everest.
· Write a list of ‘Must do’ items for ed hillary aged nineteen.
· Write a report in a new Zealand newspaper that might have appeared after hillary and tenzing summited everest.   
· Write a problem page letter to a magazine from a young person, together with an answer from an ‘ed hillary’.
· Write the lyrics of a new song that sums up the feelings at the end of the film. (Present it to the class as a sung item!)
· Write a poem that expresses the fears, difficulties and joys of mountain climbing.
· If you were to choose one pivotal (key) scene in this film what would it be? describe the scene and explain why you 

chose it.
· do you think ed hillary was wise to climb everest when he did? Why/ why not? explain your opinion.
· does ed hillary show respect for himself and others? explain your opinion.

· Choose one word that you think describes this film (e.g. affectionate, honest, intimate, dramatic, satisfying,  
thought-provoking, colourful, authentic, harrowing) and explain why you have chosen this word.

· What does music add to this film? explain your opinion.
· Is this a particularly new Zealand film?  In what way? explain your opinion.
· What is satisfying about the ending of the film? explain your opinion.
· Write a review of the film and submit it to an online or print magazine.

 Speaking / Writing / Research - Theme Debate: Whole Class.  The moot is that: Anyone can conquer a mountain.  
(A key theme in the film.) Research: View the Beyond the edge film.

a) each Learner picks a ticket out of the hat (e.g. pink or blue) 
b) Rules of debate: the Blue team’s leader (Affirmative) speaks first for the moot. using a dictionary the leader defines the 

topic and outlines what the team will speak about (2 minutes), the Pink team’s leader (negative) speaks second and 
accepts or rejects the definition offered by the Affirmative team. the leader outlines what the team will speak about.  
(2 minutes)

c) Appoint a team leader.
d) everyone gets to speak once for up to a minute for their team. the teams prepare. 
e) the leader makes sure that he or she knows what each person will talk about. 
f) each person is required to use an example from Beyond the edge. Some team members can focus on rebutting –  

arguing against what the other team raises during the debate.
g) the debate alternates from side to side. 
h) each team leader sums up what their side has said at the end. (negative/Affirmative)

the teacher or audience decides who wins the debate.
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19.   Presenting –Static Image – Point of View: Individual Activity. Create a poster from either ed hillary’s  or norgay tenzing’s’ 
point of view which is two dimensional. there are many fears to overcome in this film. By lifting a flap we discover what they 
are. Focus on this idea: 

A docudrama is a film which strives to adhere to known historical facts while allowing to a greater or lesser degree 
dramatic licence for peripheral (fringe) details and where there are gaps in the historical record. docudrama producers 
sometimes choose to film their reconstructed events in the actual locations in which the historical events occurred.  

Be sure to include the title of the film on your poster and identify the obstacles that emily or James and encounter during their 
romance. (hint: your poster could take a snakes and ladders format.) 

20.   Presenting – Static Image. Individual Activity.  design a Cd Cover for the film’s soundtrack.

21.   Presenting – Static Image. Individual Activity.  design a suitable invitation to a reception for hillary and tenzing in  
Kathmandhu. 

22.  Presenting – Static Image. Individual Activity.  design a symbol for hillary and tenzing.

23.   Presenting - Static Image Create a poster which illustrates ed hillary’s ambitions, desires, wants and needs. title: hillary’s 
World View. View and discuss the outcomes.

24.   Presenting Static Image Create a poster which illustrates tenzing’s ambitions, desires, wants and needs. title: tenzing’s’ 
World View. View and discuss the outcomes.

25.   Presenting – Drama: group Activity. devise and script a scene that is not in the film e.g. where hillary interacts with his own 
parents or sister or brother either before or after he climbs everest. Read through the Synopsis section of this resource to get 
some ideas. give the scene a title that is in keeping with the film’s themes. use the names of the characters  (real life people) 
found in the film and this resource. get approval from your teacher to go ahead and rehearse the scene. Make sure you 
begin and end on a frozen moment. tell the class where the scene takes place. Present the scene to the class and wait for the 
applause! 

Production Problems and Resolutions Studies:

Please note the following Achievement Standards are currently available as at 1 August 2013. Check status with nZQA. 
Rialto distribution takes no responsibility for ensuring the relevance 
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media StudieS  aS90990: 1.2 

deMonStRAte undeRStAndIng oF SeLeCted eLeMentS oF MedIA text(S)  
(InteRnAL 3 CRedItS)

Introductory Notes:

In order for students to demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of media text they need to be 
able to: use relevant media language to describe at least two selected elements of media text(s) and their 
effect(s); and give reasoned explanations of how or why the selected elements combine to create effects 
in a media text. ‘Reasoned’ means: a logical argument supported by specific evidence.  Students must 
demonstrate their understanding of:

how the elements are used in the text(s)

the effect created by the use of these elements (contribution to narrative/message, audience response, 
communication of information, setting of mood etc). 

Selected Media text – film (Beyond the Edge)

“Selected elements that students can consider” means a range of features. these features are the broader 
categories of the language, structure and conventions of a medium, (e.g. film) such as: 

• camerawork: e.g. elements of camerawork include eCu, two shot, PoV shot, pan,  
dutch tilt, crash zoom etc.

• costume

• setting

• props

• flashback

• diegetic sound (including music, voice, sound effects)

• editing

Activity

1. Read through the sections in this resource that deal with creating a structure (Leanne Pooley - state-
ments) and conventions (grant Major – Production design, Richard Bluck - Cinematography, tim 
Woodhouse – editing, Costume design - Barbara darragh). 

2. Choose at least two or more examples of structure and film conventions to focus on. 

3. Identify and explain in two paragraphs how selected elements have been used in Beyond the Edge.

4. In a paragraph explain the effect of the use of the selected elements in the film Beyond the Edge.
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media StudieS  aS90992:  1.4 

deMonStRAte undeRStAndIng oF ChARACteRIStICS oF A MedIA genRe      
exteRnAL (4 CRedItS) 

Introductory Notes:

In order for students to demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of media text they need to be 
able to: demonstrate comprehensive understanding involves examining an implication of the use of  
characteristics in a specific media genre as demonstrated in specific media texts. 

the example of ‘media genre’ referred to in the notes for this achievement standard is in this case: 

documentary. Example: Beyond the Edge

Activity - Individual

View the documentary, Beyond the Edge

1.  describe the following characteristics as they apply to Beyond the Edge:

• Main characters or participants

• Choice of location for the documentary

• use of stylistic elements e.g. use of music

• use of technical elements e.g. special effects, editing, 3d cinematography

• use of narrative elements e.g. dialogue (scripted / unscripted / voice over) 

• use of symbolic elements e.g. flags, costume and prop items, typewriter, altimeter, oxygen gauge,

• Representation of racial types e.g. Sherpa, european (Including ed hillary and george Lowe) 

• Connections to human appeal

2.  explain the implications of the use of each of the characteristics within the context of Beyond the edge
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media StudieS  aS91251  2.4 

deMonStRAte undeRStAndIng oF An ASPeCt oF A MedIA genRe  
exteRnAL (4 CRedItS)

note: In order to achieve excellence a student is expected (at least) to demonstrate critical understanding 
of an aspect of a media genre.

demonstrate critical understanding involves examining the likely implications of an 

aspect of a specific media genre and drawing conclusion s based on the evidence. 

An aspect of a media genre includes audience expectations and/or response to the genre. 

Activity – Group Work

1. divide the class into 4 groups

2. View the film Beyond the Edge  

3. groups take responsibility for collecting information about the film.

Audience Expectations of Documentary 

• explain elements of documentary form and audience expectations

• explain elements of documentary form as they are used in Beyond the edge and audience  
expectations

• use the resource to identify key elements which support the creation of the documentary form.

Response to the genre of documentary 

• examine audience response as highlighted by recent awards for Beyond the Edge, and reviews  
as an example of documentary.

Other Relevant NCEA Achievement Standards 

English AS 90850: 1.2  

Show understanding of specified aspect(s) of studied visual or oral text(s), using supporting evidence

exteRnAL (4 Credits)
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